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Sports, Games, Recreation, Exercise 7s 
A 

ACROBAT AABCORT one skilled in feats of agility and balance [n -S] 

AIKIDOS ADIIKOS AIKIDO, Japanese art of self-defense [n] 

AIRBALL AABILLR to miss basket in basketball [v -ED -ING, -S] 

ANGLING AGGILNN sport of fishing [n -S] / ANGLE, to fish with hook and line [v] 

AQUAFIT AAFIQTU exercise class in water [n -S] 

ARCHERS ACEHRRS ARCHER, one that shoots with bow and arrow [n] 

ARCHERY ACEHRRY sport of shooting with bow and arrow [n -RIES] 

ASTANGA AAAGNST ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n -S] 

ATHLETE AEEHLTT one skilled in feats of physical strength and agility [n -S] 

ATTAINS AAINSTT ATTAIN, to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort [v] 

AUDIBLE ABDEILU to call substitute play in football [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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BACCARA AAABCCR baccarat (card game) [n -S] 

BAFFIES ABEFFIS BAFFY, wooden golf club [n] 

BAFFING ABFFGIN BAFF, to strike under golf ball [v] 

BAIDARS AABDIRS BAIDAR, bidarka (Inuit canoe) [n] 

BAITERS ABEIRST BAITER, one that baits to lure) [n] 

BALKERS ABEKLRS BALKER, one that balks (to stop short and refuse to proceed) [n] 

BALKING ABGIKLN BALK, to stop short and refuse to proceed [v] 

BALLBOY ABBLLOY boy who retrieves balls during games [n -S] 

BALLETS ABELLST BALLET, classical dance form [n] 

BARBELL ABBELLR exercise apparatus [n -S] 

BASCULE ABCELSU type of seesaw [n -S] 

BASEMAN AABEMNS certain player in baseball [n -MEN] 

BATARDS AABDRST BATARD, birch-bark canoe [n] 

BATBOYS ABBOSTY BATBOY, boy who minds baseball equipment [n] 

BATGIRL ABGILRT girl who minds baseball equipment [n -S] 

BATTING ABGINTT BAT, to hit baseball [v] 

BATTUES ABESTTU BATTUE, type of hunt [n] 

BEAGLED ABDEEGL BEAGLE, to hunt with beagles (small hounds) [v] 

BEAGLER ABEEGLR one that hunts game with beagles [n -S] 

BEAGLES ABEEGLS BEAGLE, to hunt with beagles (small hounds) [v] 

BEGUINE BEEGINU lively dance [n -S] 

BENCHED BCDEEHN BENCH, to take player out of game (team competition) [v] 

BENCHES BCEEHNS BENCH, to take player out of game (team competition) [v] 

BETTING BEGINTT act of gambling on outcome of race [n -S]  

BEZIQUE BEEIQUZ card game [n -S] 

BHANGRA AABGHNR form of popular Punjabi dance music [n -S] 

BICYCLE BCCEILY to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BIDARKA AABDIKR Inuit canoe [n -S] 

BIGUINE BEGIINU beguine (lively dance) [n -S] 

BIKEWAY ABEIKWY route for bikes [n -S] 

BINGOES BEGINOS BINGO, game of chance [n] 

BIRDERS BDEIRRS BIRDER, bird hunter [n] 
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BIRDIED BDDEIIR BIRDIE, to shoot in one stroke under par in golf [v] 

BIRDIES BDEIIRS BIRDIE, to shoot in one stroke under par in golf [v] 

BIRDING BDGIINR bird-watching [n -S] / BIRD, to hunt birds (winged, warm-blooded vertebrates) [v] 

BIRLERS BEILRRS BIRLER, one that birls (lumberjack’s game) [n] 

BIRLING BGIILNR lumberjack's game [n -S] / BIRL, to rotate floating log [v] 

BIVOUAC ABCIOUV to make camp [-KED, KING, KS, -S] 

BLADERS ABDELRS BLADER, one that blades (to skate on in-line skates) [n] 

BLADING ABDGILN act of skating on in-line skates [n -S] / BLADE, to skate on in-line skates [v] 

BLOOPED BDELOOP BLOOP, to hit short fly ball [v] 

BOATING ABGINOT sport of traveling by boat [n -S] / BOAT, to travel by boat (watercraft) [v] 

BOBSLED BBDELOS to ride on bobsled (racing sled) [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

BOCCIAS ABCCIOS BOCCIA, boccie (Italian bowling game) [n] 

BOCCIES BCCEIOS BOCCIE, Italian bowling game [n] 

BOGEYED BDEEGOY BOGEY, to shoot in one stroke over par in golf [v] 

BOLEROS BELOORS BOLERO, Spanish dance [n] 

BOOBIRD BBDIOOR fan who boos players of home team [n -S] 

BOOGEYS BEGOOSY BOOGEY, to boogie (to dance to rock music) [v] 

BOOGIED BDEGIOO BOOGIE, to dance to rock music [v] / BOOGY [v] 

BOOGIES BEGIOOS BOOGIE, to dance to rock music [v] / BOOGY [v] 

BOPEEPS BEEOPPS BOPEEP, game of peekaboo [n] 

BOSTONS BNOOSST BOSTON, card game [n] 

BOURREE BEEORRU old French dance [n -S] 

BOWHUNT BHNOTUW to hunt with bow and arrow [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOWLERS BELORSW BOWLER, one that bowls (to play at bowling) [n] 

BOWLESS BELOSSW being without archery bow [adj] 

BOWLING BGILNOW game in which balls are rolled at objects [n -S] / BOWL, to play at bowling [v] 

BOWSMAN ABMNOSW bowman (archer (one that shoots with bow and arrow)) [n -MEN] 

BOWYERS BEORSWY BOWYER, maker of archery bows [n] 

BOXBALL ABBLLOX form of handball [n -S] 

BOXINGS BGINOSX BOXING, casing (protective outer covering) [n] 

BRASSIE ABEIRSS golf club [n -S] 

BRICOLE BCEILOR cushion shot in billiards [n -S] 

BULGERS BEGLRSU BULGER, golf club [n] 

BULLDOG BDGLLOU to throw steer [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BULLEYS BELLSUY BULLEY, two-masted fishing boat [n] 

BUNHEAD ABDEHNU female ballet dancer [n -S] 

BUNTERS BENRSTU BUNTER, one that bunts 

BURPEES BEEPRSU BURPEE, physical exercise [n] 

BUSHERS BEHRSSU BUSHER, minor league baseball player [n] 

BUSTARD ABDRSTU game bird [n -S] 
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CADDIED ACDDDEI CADDIE, to serve as golfer's assistant [v] / CADDY [v] 

CADDIES ACDDEIS CADDIE, to serve as golfer's assistant [v] / CADDY [v] 

CADENCY ACCDENY rhythm (movement or procedure with uniform recurrence of strong and weak elements) [n -CIES] 

CAESTUS ACESSTU cestus (hand covering for ancient Roman boxers) [n -ES] 
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CAMPERS ACEMPRS CAMPER, one that camps (to live in open) [n] 

CAMPOUT ACMOPTU camping out by group [n -S] 

CANASTA AAACNST card game [n -S] 

CANCANS AACCNNS CANCAN, dance marked by high kicking [n] 

CANCHAS AACCHNS CANCHA, jai alai court [n] 

CANOERS ACENORS CANOER, one who canoes [n] 

CARACOL AACCLOR to caracole (perform half-turn on horse) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

CARDIOS ACDIORS CARDIO, exercise involving heart and blood vessels [n] 

CARIOCA AACCIOR South American dance [n -S] 

CARNIES ACEINRS CARNY, carnival (traveling amusement show) [n] 

CASINOS ACINOSS CASINO, gambling room [n] 

CASSINO ACINOSS card game [n -S] 

CASTLED ACDELST CASTLE, to make certain move in chess [v] 

CASTLES ACELSST CASTLE, to make certain move in chess [v] 

CAVINGS ACGINSV CAVING, sport of exploring caves [n] 

CAVORTS ACORSTV CAVORT, to frolic [v] 

CHAINES ACEHINS CHAINE, series of turns [n] 

CHAKRAS AACHKRS CHAKRA, body center in yoga [n] 

CHASSED ACDEHSS CHASSE, to perform dance movement [v] 

CHASSES ACEHSSS CHASSE, to perform dance movement [v] 

CHRISTY CHIRSTY skiing turn [n -TIES] 

CHUKARS ACHKRSU CHUKAR, game bird [n] 

CHUKKAR ACHKKRU chukker (period of play in polo) [n -S] 

CHUKKER CEHKKRU period of play in polo [n -S] 

CHUTIST CHISTTU parachutist [n -S] 

CLAMMED ACDELMM CLAM, to dig for clams (bivalve mollusks) [v] 

CLAMMER ACELMMR one that clams (to dig for clams (bivalve mollusks) [n -S] 

CLOGGER CEGGLOR one that clogs (type of dance) [n -S] 

COACHED ACCDEHO COACH, to tutor or train [v] 

COACHER ACCEHOR one that coaches (to tutor or train) [n -S] 

COACHES ACCEHOS COACH, to tutor or train [v] 

COCKSHY CCHKOSY target in throwing contest [n -HIES] 

COGGING CGGGINO COG, to cheat at dice [v] 

COMPETE CEEMOPT to vie (to strive for superiority) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CONGAED ACDEGNO CONGA, to perform conga (Latin-American dance) [v] 

CONKERS CEKNORS CONKER, chestnut used in British game [n] 

CONTEND CDENNOT to vie [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTEST CENOSTT to compete for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COOCHES CCEHOOS COOCH, sinuous dance [n] 

COOKOFF CFFKOOO cooking contest [n -S] 

COONCAN ACCNNOO conquian (card game) [n -S] 

CORANTO ACNOORT courante (old, lively dance) [n -S, -ES] 

CORBINA ABCINOR food and game fish [n -S] 

CORRIDA ACDIORR bullfight [n -S] 

CORVINA ACINORV corbina (food and game fish) [n -S] 

COURANT ACNORTU courante (old, lively dance) [n -S] 

COURSED CDEORSU COURSE, to cause hounds to chase game [v] 
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COURSER CEORRSU one that courses (to cause hounds to chase game) [n -S] 

COURSES CEORSSU COURSE, to cause hounds to chase game [v] 

COXLESS CELOSSX having no coxswain (director of crew of racing rowboat) [adj] 

CRAMBOS ABCMORS CRAMBO, word game [n] 

CRAMPIT ACIMPRT piece of equipment used in curling [n -S] 

CRAPPED ACDEPPR CRAP, to throw 2, 3, or 12 in dice game [v] 

CRICKET CCEIKRT to play cricket (ball game) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CROQUET CEOQRTU to drive ball away in certain game [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CROSSES CEORSSS CROSSE, lacrosse stick [n] 

CRUISER CEIRRSU boat that cruises [n -S] 

CSARDAS AACDRSS czardas (Hungarian dance) [n -ES] 

CUEISTS CEISSTU CUEIST, one that uses cue (straight tapering rod) in billiards [n] 

CUMBIAS ABCIMSU CUMBIA, Latin-American dance [n] 

CURLING CGILNRU game played on ice [n -S] 

CYCLERS CCELRSY CYCLER, cyclist (one who rides bicycle) [n] 

CYCLERY CCELRYY bicycle shop [n -RIES] 

CYCLING CCGILNY act of riding bicycle [n -S] / CYCLE, to ride bicycle [v] 

CYCLIST CCILSTY one who rides bicycle [n -S] 

CZARDAS AACDRSZ Hungarian dance [n -ES] 
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DABBLED ABBDDEL DABBLE, to involve oneself in superficial interest 

DABBLER ABBDDEL one that dabbles (to involve oneself in superficial interest) [n -S] 

DABBLES ABBDELS DABBLE, to involve oneself in superficial interest 

DABSTER ABDERST dabbler (one that dabbles (to involve oneself in superficial interest)) [n -S] 

DANCERS ACDENRS DANCER, one that dances (to move rhythmically to music) [n] 

DANCIER ACDEINR DANCEY, suitable for dancing [adj] 

DANCING ACDGINN DANCE, to move rhythmically to music [v] 

DANSEUR ADENRSU male ballet dancer [n -S] 

DEADMAN AADDEMN anchor for securing rope in mountain climbing [n -MEN] 

DECAMPS ACDEMPS DECAMP, to depart from camping ground [v] 

DECOYED CDDEEOY DECOY, to lure into trap [v] 

DECOYER CDEEORY one that decoys (to lure into trap) [n -S] 

DEEJAYS ADEEJSY DEEJAY, to work as disc jockey [v] 

DEFENCE CDEEEFN to defense (to guard against specific attack) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DEFENSE DEEEFNS to guard against specific attack [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEKEING DEEGIKN DEKE, to fake opponent out of position (as in hockey) [v] 

DEUCING CDEGINU DEUCE, to bring tennis score to tie [v] 

DIABOLO ABDILOO game requiring manual dexterity [n -S] 

DINGERS DEGINRS DINGER, home run [n] 

DIPNETS DEINPST DIPNET, to scoop fish with type of net [v] 

DISCOED CDDEIOS DISCO, to dance at discotheque [v] 

DISCOES CDEIOSS DISCO, to dance at discotheque [v] 

DISPORT DIOPRST to amuse oneself [v -ED, -ING, S] 

DIVINGS DGIINSV DIVING, act or sport of plunging headfirst into water [n] 

DOBBERS BBDEORS DOBBER, float for fishing line [n] 
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DOGGERS DEGGORS DOGGER, fishing vessel [n] 

DOGSLED DDEGLOS to move on sled drawn by dogs [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

DOPINGS DGINOPS DOPING, use of drugs by athletes [n] 

DRAGNET ADEGNRT net used for trawling [n -S] 

DRYSUIT DIRSTUY waterproof rubber suit worn by divers [n -S] 

DUBSTEP BDEPSTU type of electronic dance music [n -S] 

DUCKPIN CDIKNPU type of bowling pin [n -S] 

DUELING DEGILNU contest between two persons with deadly weapons [n -S] / DUEL, to fight formally [v] 

DUFFING DFFGINU DUFF, to mishit ball in golf [v] 

DUGOUTS DGOSTUU DUGOUT, canoe made by hollowing out log [n] 

DYNAMIC ACDIMNY physical force [n -S] 
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EAGLING AEGGILN EAGLE, to score eagle (two strokes under par) on hole in golf [v] 

ECARTES ACEERST ECARTE, card game [n] 

ECHAPPE ACEEHPP moving from closed to open position of feet in ballet [n -S] 

ENCAMPS ACEMNPS ENCAMP, to set up camp [v] 

ENDGAME ADEEGMN last stage of chess game [n -S] 

ENDPLAY ADELNPY to force (opponent in bridge) to lead [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENDUROS DENORSU ENDURO, long race [n] 

ENGLISH EGHILNS to cause billiard ball to spin around its vertical axis [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ESPOIRS EIOPRSS ESPOIR, category of wrestlers [n] 

EUCHRED CDEEHRU EUCHRE, to prevent from winning three tricks in euchre (card game) [v] 

EUCHRES CEEHRSU EUCHRE, to prevent from winning three tricks in euchre (card game) [v] 

EVENTER EEENRTV horse or rider competing in eventing [n -S] 

EXACTAS AACESTX EXACTA, type of horse racing bet [n] 
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FACEOFF ACEFFFO action that starts hockey game [n -S] 

FADINGS ADFGINS FADING, Irish dance [n] 

FAIRWAY AAFIRWY mowed part of golf course between tee and green [n -S] 

FANBOYS ABFNOSY FANBOY, male who is enthusiastic devotee of something [n] 

FANDOMS ADFMNOS FANDOM, aggregate of enthusiastic devotees [n] 

FANGIRL AFGILNR female who is enthusiastic devotee of something [n -S] 

FANTASM AAFMNST phantasm (creation of imagination) [n -S] 

FANZINE AEFINNZ magazine written by and for enthusiastic devotees [n -S] 

FARTLEK AEFKLRT athletic training technique [n -S] 

FENCERS CEEFNRS FENCER, one that fences (to practice art of fencing) [n] 

FENCING CEFGINN art of using sword in attack and defense [n -S] / FENCE, to practice art of fencing [v] 

FIELDER DEEFILR one that catches or picks up ball in play [n -S] 

FISHING FGHIINS occupation or pastime of catching fish [n -S] / FISH, to catch or try to catch fish (cold-blooded aquatic vertebrates) [v] 

FLIPPER EFILPPR broad, flat limb adapted for swimming [n -S]  

FLYBOAT ABFLOTY small, fast boat [n -S] 

FLYLINE EFILLNY type of line used in fly fishing [n -S] 

FLYOFFS FFFLOSY FLYOFF, competitive testing of model aircraft [n] 

FLYTIER EFILRTY maker of fishing flies [n -S] 
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FOOTBAG ABFGOOT small bag filled with pellets that is kept aloft with feet [n -S] 

FOOTIES EFIOOST FOOTIE, footsie (flirting game played with feet) [n] 

FOOTSIE EFIOOST flirting game played with feet [n -S] 

FORERUN EFNORRU to run in advance of [v -RAN, -NNING, -S] 

FORFEIT EFFIORT to lose as penalty [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOUETTE EEFOTTU movement in ballet [n -S] 

FOWLERS EFLORSW FOWLER, one that fowls (to hunt birds) [n] 

FOWLING FGILNOW hunting of birds [n -S] / FOWL, to hunt birds [v] 

FOXHUNT FHNOTUX to hunt with hounds for fox [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRISBEE BEEFIRS trademark [n -S] 

FROGGED DEFGGOR FROG, to hunt frogs (web-footed, tailless amphibians) [v] 

FROGMAN AFGMNOR person equipped for extended periods of underwater swimming [n -MEN] 

FRONTON FNNOORT jai alai arena [n -S] 

FRUGGED DEFGGRU FRUG, to perform type of vigorous dance [v] 

FULHAMS AFHLMSU FULHAM, loaded die [n] 

FULLAMS AFLLMSU FULLAM, fulham (loaded die) [n] 

FUNGOES EFGNOSU FUNGO, fly ball hit to fielder for practice in baseball [n] 

FUNPLEX EFLNPUX building with facilities for sports and games [n -ES] 
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GALOPED ADEGLOP GALOP, to dance galop (lively round dance) [v] 

GAMBITS ABGIMST GAMBIT, type of chess opening [n] 

GAMBLED ABDEGLM GAMBLE, to play game of chance for money or valuables [v] 

GAMBLER ABEGLMR one that gambles (to play game of chance for money or valuables) [n -S] 

GAMBLES ABEGLMS GAMBLE, to play game of chance for money or valuables [v] 

GAMIEST AEGIMST GAMY, plucky (brave and spirited) [adj] / GAMEY [adj] 

GAVOTTE AEGOTTV to dance gavot [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GERMANS AEGMNRS GERMAN, elaborate dance [n] 

GIMMIES EGIIMMS GIMMIE, easy golf putt conceded to opponent [n] 

GLASSIE AEGILSS type of playing marble [n -S] 

GLISSES EGILSSS GLISSE, dance step [n] 

GOALIES AEGILOS GOALIE, player who defends against goals [n] 

GOALING AGGILNO GOAL, to score goal (point-scoring play in some games) [v] 

GOBANGS ABGGNOS GOBANG, Japanese game [n] 

GOLFERS EFGLORS GOLFER, one that golfs (to play golf (type of ball game)) [n] 

GOLFING FGGILNO game of golf [n -S] / GOLF, to play golf (type of ball game) [v] 

GRACILE ACEGILR gracefully slender [adj] 

GREMMIE EEGIMMR inexperienced surfer [n -S] 

GRIDDER DDEGIRR football player [n -S] 

GUNDOGS DGGNOSU GUNDOG, hunting dog [n] 

GUNNING GGINNNU sport of hunting with gun [n -S] / GUN, to shoot with gun (portable firearm) [v] 

GURDIES DEGIRSU GURDY, winch on fishing boat [n] 

GYMNAST AGMNSTY one who is skilled in physical exercises [n -S] 
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HACKING ACGHIKN activity of riding horse for pleasure [n -S]  
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HAMATSA AAAHMST dance inspired by spirit of man-eating monster [n -S] 

HANDOFF ADFFHNO play in football [n -S] 

HAPKIDO ADHIKOP Korean martial art [n -S] 

HARRIER AEHIRRR hunting dog [n -S] 

HAWKING AGHIKNW falconry (sport of hunting with falcons) [n -S]  

HEADPIN ADEHINP bowling pin [n -S] 

HEALTHS AEHHLST HEALTH, physical condition of organism [n] 

HELISKI EHIIKLS to ski downhill on mountains reached by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HIGHTOP GHHIOPT sports shoe extending over ankle [n -S] 

HITLESS EHILSST being without hit [adj] 

HITTERS EHIRSTT HITTER, one that hits [n] 

HITTING GHIINTT HIT, to strike forcibly [v] 

HOCKEYS CEHKOSY HOCKEY, game played on ice [n] 

HODADDY ADDDHOY hodad (one who is not surfer) [n -DIES] 

HOEDOWN DEHNOOW square dance [n -S] 

HOMERED DEEHMOR HOMER, to hit home run [v] 

HOOFERS EFHOORS HOOFER, professional dancer [n] 

HOOFING FGHINOO HOOF, to dance (to move rhythmically to music) [v] 

HOOKING GHIKNOO illegal move in hockey involving blade of stick [n -S]  

HOPPERS EHOPPRS HOPPER, one that hops (to move by jumping on one foot) [n] 

HOPPING GHINOPP HOP, to move by jumping on one foot [v] 

HOSEYED DEEHOSY HOSEY, to choose sides for children's game [v] 

HUDDLED DDDEHLU HUDDLE, to crowd together [v] 

HUDDLER DDEHLRU one that huddles (to crowd together) [n -S] 

HUDDLES DDEHLSU HUDDLE, to crowd together [v] 

HUNTERS EHNRSTU HUNTER, one that hunts (to pursue for food or sport) [n] 

HUNTING GHINNTU HUNT, to pursue for food or sport [v] 

HURDLED DDEHLRU HURDLE, to jump over [v] 

HURDLER DEHLRRU one that hurdles (to jump over) [n -S] 

HURDLES DEHLRSU HURDLE, to jump over [v] 

HURLEYS EHLRSUY HURLEY, hurling (Irish game) [n] 

HURLING GHILNRU Irish game [n -S] 
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ICEBOAT ABCEIOT to travel in vehicle that sails on ice [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ICEFISH CEFHIIS to fish through holes in ice on lake or river [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

INBOARD ABDINOR type of boat motor [n -S] 

INBOUND BDINNOU to put basketball in play from out of bounds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INFIELD DEFIILN part of baseball field [n -S] 

INNINGS GIINNNS part of game of cricket [n -ES] / INNING, division of baseball game [n] 
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JAEGERS AEEGJRS JAEGER, hunter (one that hunts (to pursue for food or sport)) [n] 

JAVELIN AEIJLNV to pierce with javelin (light spear) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JAYVEES AEEJSVY JAYVEE, junior varsity player [n] 

JEREEDS DEEEJRS JEREED, wooden javelin [n] 
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JERREED DEEEJRR jereed (wooden javelin) [n -S] 

JERRIDS DEIJRRS JERRID, jereed (wooden javelin) [n] 

JETFOIL EFIJLOT jet-powered hydrofoil (boat with winglike structures for lifting hull above water) [n -S] 

JETPACK ACEJKPT backpack with jets to transport wearer [n -S] 

JIBBING BBGIIJN JIBB, to shift from side to side while sailing [v] 

JIGGISH GGHIIJS suitable for jig (lively dance) [adj] 

JIGLIKE EGIIJKL resembling jig [adj] 

JOCKDOM CDJKMOO world of athletes [n -S] 

JOCKEYS CEJKOSY JOCKEY, to maneuver for advantage [v] 

JOCKIER CEIJKOR JOCKY, resembling athlete (one skilled in feats of physical strength and agility) [adj] 

JOCKISH CHIJKOS characteristic of athlete [adj] 

JOGGERS EGGJORS JOGGER, one that jogs (to run at slow, steady pace) [n] 

JOGGING GGGIJNO practice of running at slow, steady pace [n -S] / JOG, to run at slow, steady pace [v] 

JOGTROT GJOORTT slow regular way of walking or running [n -S] / [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

JOYRIDE DEIJORY to take automobile ride for pleasure [v -RODE, -DDEN, -DING, -S] 

JUDOIST DIJOSTU one skilled in judo [n -S] 

JUDOKAS ADJKOSU JUDOKA, judoist (one skilled in judo) [n] 

JUJITSU IJJSTUU Japanese art of self-defense [n -S] 

JUJUTSU JJSTUUU jujitsu (Japanese art of self-defense) [n -S] 

JUMPERS EJMPRSU JUMPER, one that jumps (to spring off ground) [n] 

JUMPING GIJMNPU act of one that jumps [n -S] / JUMP, to spring off ground [v] 
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KABADDI AABDDIK tackling sport of South Asia played by two teams [n -S] 

KARATES AAEKRST KARATE, Japanese art of self-defense [n] 

KARTING AGIKNRT sport of racing karts [n -S] 

KAYAKED AADEKKY KAYAK, to travel in kayak (Inuit canoe) [v] 

KAYAKER AAEKKRY one that rides in kayak [n -S] 

KEBBIES BBEEIKS KEBBIE, rough walking stick [n] 

KEGELER EEEGKLR kegler (bowler (one that bowls)) [n -S] 

KEGLERS EEGKLRS KEGLER, bowler (one that bowls (to play at bowling)) [n] 

KEGLING EGGIKLN bowling (game in which balls are rolled at objects) [n -S] 

KICKOFF CFFIKKO kick that begins play in football [n -S] 

KITINGS GIIKNST KITING, act of flying kite [n] 

KLISTER EIKLRST wax for skis [n -S] 
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LAMBADA AAABDLM Brazilian dance [n -S] 

LANDLER ADELLNR slow Austrian dance [n -S] 

LATERAL AAELLRT to execute type of pass in football [v -ED, -LING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

LEADOFF ADEFFLO opening play or move [n -S] 

LEAGUED ADEEGLU LEAGUE, to come together for common purpose [v] 

LEAGUES AEEGLSU LEAGUE, to come together for common purpose [v] 

LEGHOLD DEGHLLO trap that catches animal by its leg [n -S] 

LEGONGS EGGLNOS LEGONG, Balinese dance [n] 

LEISTER EEILRST to spear with three-pronged fishing implement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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LEOTARD ADELORT close-fitting garment [n -S] 

LIMBOED BDEILMO LIMBO, to perform West Indian dance [v] 

LINDIED DDEIILN LINDY, to perform fast, lively dance [v] 

LINDIES DEIILNS LINDY, to perform fast, lively dance [v] 

LOFTERS EFLORST LOFTER, type of golf club [n] 

LOGGATS AGGLOST loggets (old English throwing game) [n LOGGATS] 

LOGGETS EGGLOST old English throwing game [n LOGGETS] 

LONGBOW BGLNOOW type of archery bow [n -S] 

LOPPETS ELOPPST LOPPET, long-distance cross-country ski race [n] 

LOSINGS GILNOSS LOSING, loss (act of one that loses) [n] 

LOTTERY ELORTTY type of gambling game [n -RIES] 

LUFFING FFGILNU LUFF, to steer sailing vessel nearer into wind [v] 

LUGEING EGGILNU LUGE, to race on luge (small sled) [v] 

LUNKERS EKLNRSU LUNKER, large game fish [n] 
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MAHJONG AGHJMNO game of Chinese origin [n -S] 

MAMBOED ABDEMMO MAMBO, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

MAMBOES ABEMMOS MAMBO, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

MANEGES AEEGMNS MANEGE, art of training and riding horses [n] 

MANILLE AEILLMN second highest trump in certain card games [n -S] 

MARLINS AILMNRS MARLIN, marine game fish [n] 

MASCOTS ACMOSST MASCOT, person, animal, or object believed to bring good luck [n] 

MASHIES AEHIMSS MASHIE, golf club [n] / MASHY [n] 

MATCHED ACDEHMT MATCH, to set in competition or opposition [v] 

MATCHER ACEHMRT one that matches (to set in competition or opposition) [n -S] 

MATCHES ACEHMST MATCH, to set in competition or opposition [v] 

MATCHUP ACHMPTU setting of two players against each other [n -S] 

MAXIXES AEIMSXX MAXIXE, Brazilian dance [n] 

MAZURKA AAKMRUZ Polish dance [n -S] 

MEDALED ADDEELM MEDAL, to honor with medal (commemorative piece of metal) [v] 

MIDIRON DIIMNOR golf club [n -S] 

MIGGLES EGGILMS MIGGLE, mig (type of playing marble) [n] 

MILINGS GIILMNS MILING, activity of running in one-mile race [n] 

MINISKI IIIKMNS short ski [n -S] 

MINUETS EIMNSTU MINUET, to dance minuet (slow, stately dance) [v] 

MISAIMS AIIMMSS MISAIM, to aim badly [v] 

MISCUED CDEIMSU MISCUE, to make faulty stroke in billiards [v] 

MISCUES CEIMSSU MISCUE, to make faulty stroke in billiards [v] 

MISFIRE EFIIMRS to fail to fire [v -D, -RING, -S] 

MISHITS HIIMSST MISHIT, to hit poorly [v] 

MISKICK CIIKKMS to kick badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISPLAY AILMPSY to make bad play in game [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISSOUT IMOSSTU losing throw of dice [n -S] 

MOGULED DEGLMOU provided with bumps of hard snow [adj] 

MONOSKI IKMNOOS single broad ski for both feet [n -S] 
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MOSHERS EHMORSS MOSHER, one that moshes (to engage in frenzied dancing with others at rock concert) 

MOSHING GHIMNOS MOSH (to engage in frenzied dancing with others at rock concert) [v] 

MUDDERS DDEMRSU MUDDER, racehorse that runs well on muddy track [n] 

MULETAS AELMSTU MULETA, red cloth used by matador [n] 

MUSHERS EHMRSSU MUSHER, one that mushes (to travel over snow with dog sled) [n] 

MUSHING GHIMNSU advancing across snow by dogsled [n -S] / MUSH, to travel over snow with dog sled [v] 

MUSICAL ACILMSU play in which dialogue is interspersed with songs and dances [n -S] 

MUTUELS ELMSTUU MUTUEL, system of betting on races [n] 
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NELSONS ELNNOSS NELSON, wrestling hold [n] 

NETBALL ABELLNT team game similar to basketball [n -S] 

NIBLICK BCIIKLN golf club [n -S] 

NIMRODS DIMNORS NIMROD, hunter (one that hunts (to pursue for food or sport)) [n] 

NINEPIN EIINNNP wooden pin used in bowling game [n -S] 

NOBBLED BBDELNO NOBBLE, to disable racehorse [v] 

NOBBLER BBELNOR one that nobbles (to disable racehorse) [n -S] 

NOBBLES BBELNOS NOBBLE, to disable racehorse [v] 

NOCKING CGIKNNO NOCK, to notch bow or arrow [v] 

NONFANS AFNNNOS NONFAN, person who is not fan (enthusiast) [n] 

NONGAME AEGMNNO not hunted for food, sport, or fur [adj] 

NUBBERS BBENRSU NUBBER, weakly hit baseball that was not bunted [n] 
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OARSMAN AAMNORS person who rows boat [n -MEN] 

OFFSIDE DEFFIOS improper football play [n -S] 

OUTDRAG ADGORTU to surpass in drag racing [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

OUTDRAW ADORTUW to attract larger audience than [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OUTFISH FHIOSTU to surpass in fishing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTHITS HIOSTTU OUTHIT, to get more hits than [v] 

OUTHUNT HNOTTUU to surpass in hunting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTJUMP JMOPTUU to surpass in jumping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTKICK CIKKOTU to surpass in kicking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTLEAD ADELOTU to surpass in leading [v -LED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPASS AOPSSTU to excel in passing football [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTPLAY ALOPTUY to excel or defeat in game [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTRACE ACEORTU to run faster or farther than [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTRIDE DEIORTU to ride faster or better than [v -RODE, -DDEN, -DING, -S] 

OUTRIGS GIORSTU OUTRIG, to equip (boat) with outriggers (projections having floats) [v] 

OUTROWS OORSTUW OUTROW, to surpass in rowing [v] 

OUTRUNS NORSTUU OUTRUN, to run faster than [v] 

OUTRUSH HORSTUU to surpass in rushing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTSAIL AILOSTU to sail faster than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSOAR AOORSTU to soar beyond [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSWIM IMOSTUW to swim faster or farther than [v -WAM, -WUM, -MMING, -S] 

OUTTROT OORTTTU to surpass in trotting [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 
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OUTVIED DEIOTUV OUTVIE, to surpass in competition [v] 

OUTVIES EIOSTUV OUTVIE, to surpass in competition [v] 

OUTWALK AKLOTUW to surpass in walking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PACHISI ACHIIPS board game of India [n -S] 

PADDLED ADDDELP PADDLE, to propel with broad-bladed implement [v] 

PADDLER ADDELPR one that paddles (to propel with broad-bladed implement) [n -S] 

PADDLES ADDELPS PADDLE, to propel with broad-bladed implement [v] 

PADDOCK ACDDKOP to confine in enclosure for horses [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PADNAGS AADGNPS PADNAG, horse that moves along at easy pace [n] 

PALADIN AADILNP knightly champion [n -S] 

PALFREY AEFLPRY riding horse [n -S] 

PALOOKA AAKLOOP inferior boxer [n -S] 

PANFISH AFHINPS to fish for any small fish that can be fried whole [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PARKOUR AKOPRRU sport of traversing environmental obstacles by running, climbing, or leaping [n -S] 

PARLAYS AALPRSY PARLAY, to bet original wager and its winnings on subsequent event [v] 

PARRING AGINPRR PAR, to shoot in standard number of strokes in golf [v] 

PASSADO AADOPSS forward thrust in fencing [n -S, -ES] 

PATHWAY AAHPTWY path (trodden way or track) [n -S] 

PATZERS AEPRSTZ PATZER, inept chess player [n] 

PAVANES AAENPSV PAVANE, pavan (slow, stately dance) [n] 

PEDALOS ADELOPS PEDALO, paddleboat powered by pedals [n] 

PEEPBOS BEEOPPS PEEPBO, game of peekaboo [n] 

PELOTAS AELOPST PELOTA, court game of Spanish origin [n] 

PELOTON ELNOOPT main body of riders in bicycle race [n -S] 

PEPTALK AEKLPPT to inspire enthusiasm in by intense, emotional talk [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PHYSEDS DEHPSSY PHYSED, physical education [n] 

PICKOFF CFFIKOP play in baseball [n -S] 

PICQUET CEIPQTU piquet (card game) [n -S] 

PIGSKIN GIIKNPS skin of pig [n -S] 

PINATAS AAINPST PINATA, pottery jar used in Mexican game [n] 

PINBALL ABILLNP to move abruptly from one place to another [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINOCLE CEILNOP pinochle (card game) [n -S] 

PIQUETS EIPQSTU PIQUET, card game [n] 

PIRAGUA AAGIPRU dugout canoe [n -S] 

PIROGUE EGIOPRU piragua (dugout canoe) [n -S] 

PIROQUE EIOPQRU piragua (dugout canoe) [n -S] 

PISCARY ACIPRSY place for fishing [n -RIES] 

PITCHED CDEHIPT PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

PITCHES CEHIPST PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

PLACING ACGILNP state of being ranked in race [n -S] 

PLATOON ALNOOPT to alternate with another player at same position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLAYERS AELPRSY PLAYER, one that plays (to engage in amusement or sport) [n] 

PLAYING AGILNPY PLAY, to engage in amusement or sport [v] 

PLAYOFF AFFLOPY series of games played to determine championship [n -S] 
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PLINKED DEIKLNP PLINK, to shoot at random targets [v] 

PLINKER EIKLNPR one that plinks (to shoot at random targets) [n -S] 

POACHED ACDEHOP POACH, to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish [v] 

POACHER ACEHOPR one that poaches (to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish) [n -S] 

POACHES ACEHOPS POACH, to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish [v] 

POGOING GGINOOP POGO, to jump up and down as if on pogo stick [v] 

POINTES EINOPST POINTE, ballet position [n] 

POLKAED ADEKLOP POLKA, to perform lively dance [v] 

POLOIST ILOOPST polo player [n -S] 

PONTONS NNOOPST PONTON, pontoon (flat-bottomed boat) [n] 

PONTOON NNOOOPT flat-bottomed boat [n -S] / [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POPOUTS OOPPSTU POPOUT, type of out in baseball [n] 

PORTAGE AEGOPRT to transport from one navigable waterway to another [v -D, -GING, -S] 

POTHOLE EHLOOPT spelunking [v -D, -LING, -S] 

POTSIES EIOPSST POTSIE, potsy (children's game) [n] / POTSY [n] 

POTZERS EOPRSTZ POTZER, patzer (inept chess player) [n] 

PREDIVE DEEIPRV preceding dive [adj] 

PREGAME AEEGMPR to consume alcohol before game [v -D, -MING, -S] 

PRELIMS EILMPRS PRELIM, preliminary match [n] 

PREMEET EEEMPRT preceding meet [adj] 

PRERACE ACEEPRR preceding race [adj] 

PRIMERO EIMOPRR card game [n -S] 

PROETTE EEOPRTT female professional athlete [n -S] 

PROMOTE EMOOPRT to contribute to progress of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PUSHUPS HPPSSUU PUSHUP, type of exercise [n] 

PUTOUTS OPSTTUU PUTOUT, act of causing out in baseball [n] 

PUTTERS EPRSTTU PUTTER, to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner [v] 

PUTTING GINPTTU PUTT, to hit with light stroke in golf [v] 
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QIGONGS GGINOQS QIGONG, Chinese system of physical exercises [n] 

QUARTES AEQRSTU QUARTE, fencing thrust [n] 

QUATRES AEQRSTU QUATRE, four at cards or dice [n] 

QUINELA AEILNQU quinella (type of bet in horse racing) [n -S] 

QUINTES EINQSTU QUINTE, position in fencing [n] 

QUIRTED DEIQRTU QUIRT, to strike with riding whip [v] 

QUOITED DEIOQTU QUOIT, to play throwing game similar to ringtoss [v] 
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RABASKA AAABKRS large canoe [n -S] 

RABBITS ABBIRST RABBIT, to hunt rabbits (rodent-like mammals) [v] 

RACINGS ACGINRS RACING, sport of engaging in contests of speed [n] 

RACINOS ACINORS RACINO, racetrack at which slot machines are available [n] 

RACQUET ACEQRTU lightweight implement used in various ball games [n -S] 

RAFTING AFGINRT sport of traveling down river on raft [n -S] 

RAGTIME AEGIMRT style of American dance music [n -S] 
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RALLYES AELLRSY RALLYE, type of automobile race [n] 

RANDANS AADNNRS RANDAN, boat rowed by three persons [n] 

RASSLED ADELRSS RASSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

RASSLER AELRRSS wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n -S] 

RASSLES AELRSSS RASSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

RATTING AGINRTT RAT, to hunt rats (long-tailed rodents) [v] 

RAVIEST AEIRSTV RAVEY, characteristic of rave (all-night dance party with fast electronic music) [adj] 

RECHEAT ACEEHRT hunting call [n -S] 

REDBONE BDEENOR hunting dog [n -S] 

REDOWAS ADEORSW REDOWA, lively dance [n] 

REEFERS EEEFRRS REEFER, one that reefs (to reduce area of sail) [n] 

REEFING EEFGINR REEF, to reduce area of sail [v] 

REFENCE CEEEFNR FENCE, to practice art of fencing [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REFEREE EEEEFRR to supervise play in certain sports [v -D, -ING, -S] 

REFFING EFFGINR work of referee [n -S] / REF, to referee (to supervise play in certain sports) [v] 

REGATTA AAEGRTT boat race [n -S] 

RELEVES EEELRSV RELEVE, raising onto toe in ballet [n] 

REMATCH ACEHMRT MATCH, to set in competition or opposition [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REPLAYS AELPRSY REPLAY, PLAY, to engage in amusement or sport [v] 

RESCORE CEEORRS SCORE, to make point in game or contest [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RETEAMS AEEMRST RETEAM, TEAM, to form team (group of persons associated in joint action) [v] 

RETRACK ACEKRRT TRACK, to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RHUMBAS ABHMRSU RHUMBA, to rumba (to perform ballroom dance) [v] 

RHYTHMS HHMRSTY RHYTHM, movement or procedure with uniform recurrence of strong and weak elements [n] 

RIBBIES BBEIIRS RIBBIE, run batted in [n] 

RIDINGS DGIINRS RIDING, act of one that rides [n] 

RIKISHI HIIIKRS sumo wrestler [n RIKISHI] 

RINGTAW AGINRTW game of marbles [n -S] 

RIPCORD CDIOPRR cord pulled to release parachute [n -S] 

RIPOSTE EIOPRST to make return thrust in fencing [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RIPOSTS IOPRSST RIPOST, to riposte (to make return thrust in fencing) [v] 

RIVALED ADEILRV RIVAL, to strive to equal or surpass [v] 

RIVALRY AILRRVY competition [n -RIES] 

ROADEOS ADEOORS ROADEO, competition for truck drivers [n] 

RODEOED DDEEOOR RODEO, to perform cowboy skills in contest [v] 

RODNEYS DENORSY RODNEY, small fishing boat [n] 

ROLLOUT LLOORTU type of play in football [n -S] 

ROOKIES EIKOORS ROOKIE, novice (person new to any field or activity) [n] 

ROOTERS EOORRST ROOTER, one that gives encouragement or support [n] 

ROQUETS EOQRSTU ROQUET, to cause one's own ball to hit another in croquet [v] 

ROUTING GINORTU ROUT, to defeat overwhelmingly [v] 

ROWBOAT ABOORTW small boat designed to be rowed [n -S] 

ROWINGS GINORSW ROWING, sport of racing in light, long, and narrow rowboats [n] 

RUGBIES BEGIRSU RUGBY, form of football [n] 

RUGGERS EGGRRSU RUGGER, rugby (form of football) [n] 

RUMBAED ABDEMRU RUMBA, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

RUMMIES EIMMRSU RUMMY, card game [n] 
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RUNBACK ABCKNRU type of run in football [n -S] 

RUNLESS ELNRSSU scoring no runs in baseball [adj] 

RUNNERS ENNRRSU RUNNER, one that runs (to move by rapid steps) [n] 

RUNNING GINNNRU race [n -S] / RUN, to move by rapid steps [v] 

RUSHING GHINRSU yardage gained in football by running plays [n -S]  
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SAFARIS AAFIRSS SAFARI, to go on hunting expedition [v] 

SAILING AGIILNS act of one that sails [n -S] 

SALCHOW ACHLOSW figure-skating jump [n -S] 

SALTANT AALNSTT jumping or dancing [adj] 

SAMADHI AADHIMS state of concentration in yoga [n -S]  

SAMBAED AABDEMS SAMBA, to perform Brazilian dance [v] 

SAMPANS AAMNPSS SAMPAN, flat-bottomed Chinese skiff [n] 

SANDLOT ADLNOST vacant lot [n -S] 

SARDANA AAADNRS Spanish folk dance [n -S] 

SAVATES AAESSTV SAVATE, pugilistic sport [n] 

SCHNEID CDEHINS losing streak [n -S] 

SCLAFFS ACFFLSS SCLAFF, to strike ground with club before hitting ball in golf [v] 

SCORERS CEORRSS SCORER, one that scores (to make point in game or contest) [n] 

SCORING CGINORS act of scoring in game [n -S] / SCORE, to make point in game or contest [v] 

SCUBAED ABCDESU SCUBA, to swim underwater using breathing device with compressed air [v] 

SCULLED CDELLSU SCULL, to propel with type of oar [v] 

SCULLER CELLRSU one that sculls (to propel with type of oar) [n -S] 

SEALERY AEELRSY occupation of hunting seals [n -RIES] 

SEALING AEGILNS hunting of seals [n -S] 

SECONDE CDEENOS position in fencing [n -S] 

SEMIPRO EIMOPRS one who is engaged in some field or sport for pay on part-time basis [n -S] 

SENSEIS EEINSSS SENSEI, teacher of Japanese martial arts [n] 

SEPTIME EEIMPST position in fencing [n -S] 

SETBACK ABCEKST defeat [n -S] 

SETLINE EEILNST strong fishing line [n -S] 

SHANKED ADEHKNS SHANK, to hit sharply to right, as golf ball [v] 

SHIKARI AHIIKRS shikaree (big game hunter) [n -S] 

SHIKARS AHIKRSS SHIKAR, to hunt (to pursue for food or sport) [v] 

SHINDIG DGHIINS elaborate dance or party [n -S] 

SHINDYS DHINSSY SHINDY, shindig (elaborate dance or party) [n] 

SHINNEY EHINNSY to play form of hockey [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHUTOUT HOSTTUU game in which one team fails to score [n -S] 

SIDEARM ADEIMRS to pitch ball at or below shoulder level [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SKANKED ADEKKNS SKANK, to dance in loose-limbed manner [v] 

SKANKER AEKKNRS one that skanks (to dance in loose-limbed manner) [n -S] 

SKATERS AEKRSST SKATER, one that skates (to glide over ice or ground on skates (shoes fitted with runners or wheels)) [n] 

SKATING AGIKNST sport of gliding on skates [n -S] / SKATE, to glide over ice or ground on skates (shoes fitted with runners or wheels) [v] 

SKEEING EEGIKNS SKEE, to ski (to travel on skis (long, narrow strips of wood or metal)) [v] 

SKEETER EEEKRST skeet shooter [n -S] 
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SKIABLE ABEIKLS capable of being skied over [adj] 

SKIBOBS BBIKOSS SKIBOB, to ride bike-like vehicle with skis instead of wheels [v] 

SKIINGS GIIKNSS SKIING, sport of traveling on skis [n] 

SKINNED DEIKNNS SKIN, to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal) [v] 

SKINNER EIKNNRS one that skins (to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal)) [n -S] 

SKIPPED DEIKPPS SKIP, to move with light springing steps [v] 

SKITTLE EIKLSTT wooden pin used in bowling game [n -S] 

SKIWEAR AEIKRSW clothing suitable for wear while skiing [n SKIWEAR] 

SKUNKED DEKKNSU SKUNK, to defeat overwhelmingly [v] 

SKYDIVE DEIKSVY to parachute from airplane for sport [v -D, -DOVE, -VING, -S] 

SKYSURF FKRSSUY to perform maneuvers during free fall while riding on skyboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLAHALS AAHLLSS SLAHAL, lahal (team game played by indigenous peoples of Pacific Northwest) [n] 

SLALOMS ALLMOSS SLALOM, to ski in zigzag course [v] 

SLUGGED DEGGLSU SLUG, to strike heavily [v] 

SLUGGER EGGLRSU one that slugs (to strike heavily) [n -S] 

SLUMPED DELMPSU SLUMP, to fall or sink suddenly [v] 

SLURVES ELRSSUV SLURVE, type of pitch in baseball [n] 

SNAGGER AEGGNRS person who uses illegal fishing methods [n -S] 

SNELLED DEELLNS SNELL, to attach short line to fishhook [v] 

SNORKEL EKLNORS to swim underwater with type of breathing device [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

SOARING AGINORS sport of flying in heavier-than-air craft without power [n -S] 

SOCCERS CCEORSS SOCCER, type of ball game [n] 

SOUKOUS KOOSSUU dance music in Democratic Republic of Congo [n -ES] 

SPITTER EIPRSTT spitball (type of pitch in baseball) [n -S] 

SPOORED DEOOPRS SPOOR, to track animal [v] 

SPOORER EOOPRRS one that spoors (to track animal) [n -S] 

SPORTED DEOPRST SPORT, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

SPORTER EOPRRST one that sports (to frolic (to play and run about merrily)) [n -S] 

SPORTIF FIOPRST person who is active or interested in physical competitions [n -S] 

SPRINGE EGINPRS to catch with type of snare [v -D, -ING, -S] 

STADIUM ADIMSTU structure in which athletic events are held [n -S] 

STEELIE EEEILST steel playing marble [n -S] 

STRIPER EIPRRST food and game fish [n -S] 

SUBRACE ABCERSU subdivision of race [n -S] 

SUMOIST IMOSSTU sumo wrestler [n -S] 

SUNSUIT INSSTUU type of playsuit (sports outfit for women and children) [n -S] 

SURFERS EFRRSSU SURFER, one that surfs (to ride breaking waves on long, narrow board) [n] 

SURFIER EFIRRSU SURFY, abounding in breaking waves [adj] 

SURFING FGINRSU act or sport of riding surf (breaking waves) [n -S] / SURF, to ride breaking waves on long, narrow board [v] 

SWILERS EILRSSW SWILER, one that hunts seals [n] 

SWILING GIILNSW activity of hunting seals [n -S] 

SWIMMER EIMMRSW one that swims (to propel oneself in water by natural means) [n -S] 
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TALLYHO AHLLOTY to make encouraging shout to hunting hounds [v -ED, -ING, -S, -ES] 

TANDEMS ADEMNST TANDEM, bicycle built for two [n] 
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TANGOED ADEGNOT TANGO, to perform Latin American dance [v] 

TANGOES AEGNOST TANGO, to perform Latin American dance [v] 

TANKINI AIIKNNT woman's swimsuit consisting of bikini briefs and tank top [n -S] 

TANTIVY AINTTVY hunting cry [n -VIES] 

TARPONS ANOPRST TARPON, marine game fish [n] 

TEAMING AEGIMNT TEAM, to form team (group of persons associated in joint action) [v] 

TENACES ACEENST TENACE, combination of two high cards in some card games [n] 

TENNIST EINNSTT tennis player [n -S] 

TENPINS EINNPST TENPIN, bowling pin [n] 

TINAMOU AIMNOTU South American game bird [n -S] 

TIPCATS ACIPSTT TIPCAT, game resembling baseball [n] 

TITLIST IILSTTT sports champion [n -S] 

TOECLIP CEILOPT device that holds front of cyclist's shoe to pedal [n -S] 

TOEHOLD DEHLOOT space that supports toes in climbing [n -S] 

TOESHOE EEHOOST dance slipper without heel [n -S] 

TOMBOLA ABLMOOT gambling game that is type of lottery [n -S] 

TOPSPIN INOPPST forward spin imparted to ball [n -S] 

TOREROS EOORRST TORERO, bullfighter [n] 

TORPIDS DIOPRST TORPID, racing boat [n] 

TOSSUPS OPSSSTU TOSSUP, even choice or chance [n] 

TOURING GINORTU cross-country skiing for pleasure [n -S] 

TOURNEY ENORTUY to compete in tournament [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRACKED ACDEKRT TRACK, to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle [v] 

TRACKER ACEKRRT one that tracks (to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle) [n -S] 

TRAPEZE AEEPRTZ gymnastic apparatus [n -S] 

TRAWLED ADELRTW TRAWL, to fish by dragging net along sea bottom [v] 

TRAWLER AELRRTW boat used for trawling [n -S] 

TREEING EEGINRT TREE, to drive up tree (tall, woody plant) [v] 

TROLAND ADLNORT unit of measurement of retinal response to light [n -S] 

TROLLED DELLORT TROLL, to fish with slowly trailing line [v] 

TROLLER ELLORRT one that trolls (to fish with slowly trailing line) [n -S] 

TROTTER EORRTTT horse that trots [n -S] 

TROUNCE CENORTU to beat severely [v -D, -CING, -S] 

TRUDGEN DEGNRTU swimming stroke [n -S] 

TRYOUTS ORSTTUY TRYOUT, test of ability [n] 

TUBULAR ABLRTUU completely enclosed bicycle tire [n -S] 

TURFMAN AFMNRTU person who is devoted to horse racing [n -MEN] 

TURFSKI FIKRSTU type of ski [n -S] 

TWEENER EEENRTW player having some but not all of qualifications for two or more positions [n -S] 

TWIZZLE EILTWZZ maneuver in figure skating [n -S] 
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UMPIRED DEIMPRU UMPIRE, to act as umpire (person appointed to rule on plays in game) [v] 

UMPIRES EIMPRSU UMPIRE, to act as umpire (person appointed to rule on plays in game) [v] 

UNIFORM FIMNORU to make uniform [v -S] 

UPCOURT COPRTUU in opposite half of basketball court [adv] 
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UPFIELD DEFILPU into part of field toward which offensive team is going [adv] 
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VANTAGE AAEGNTV superiority over competitor [n -S] 

VARSITY AIRSTVY principal team representing university, college, or school in any activity [n -TIES] 

VAULTER AELRTUV one that leaps (to spring off ground) [n -S] 

VENATIC ACEINTV pertaining to hunting (instance of searching) [adj] 

VICTORS CIORSTV VICTOR, one who defeats adversary (opponent (one that opposes another)) [n] 

VICTORY CIORTVY successful outcome in contest or struggle [n -RIES] 

VOGUING GGINOUV dance consisting of series of styled poses [n -S] 

VOLLEYS ELLOSVY VOLLEY, to return tennis ball before it touches ground [v] 

VOLTING GILNOTV VOLT, to make quick movement in fencing to avoid thrust [v] 

VORLAGE AEGLORV position in skiing [n -S] 
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WAGERED ADEEGRW WAGER, to risk on uncertain outcome [v] 

WAGERER AEEGRRW one that wagers (to risk on uncertain outcome) [n -S] 

WALKING AGIKLNW act of one that walks [n -S] 

WALKWAY AAKLWWY passage for walking [n -S] 

WALLEYS AELLSWY WALLEY, type of jump in figure skating [n] 

WALTZED ADELTWZ WALTZ, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

WALTZER AELRTWZ one that waltzes (to perform ballroom dance) [n -S] 

WALTZES AELSTWZ WALTZ, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

WARMUPS AMPRSUW WARMUP, preparatory exercise or procedure [n] 

WARSLED ADELRSW WARSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

WARSLER AELRRSW wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n -S] 

WARSLES AELRSSW WARSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

WARSTLE AELRSTW to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WAYANGS AAGNSWY WAYANG, performance featuring puppets or human dancers [n] 

WEDELNS DEELNSW WEDELN, skiing technique [n] 

WETSUIT EISTTUW close-fitting rubberlike suit worn in cold water by skin divers [n -S] 

WHALING AGHILNW WHALE, to engage in hunting of whales (large marine mammals) [v] 

WHIPPET EHIPPTW small, swift dog [n -S] 

WHOMPED DEHMOPW WHOMP, to defeat decisively [v] 

WHUPPED DEHPPUW WHUP, to defeat decisively [v] 

WICKETS CEIKSTW WICKET, small door or gate [n] 

WIDEOUT DEIOTUW receiver in football [n -S] 

WINGERS EGINRSW WINGER, certain player in soccer [n] 

WINLESS EILNSSW having no wins [adj] 

WINNING GIINNNW tending to win [adj -EST] / money won in a game or competition [n -S] / WIN, to be victorious [v] 

WIPEOUT EIOPTUW fall from surfboard [n -S] 

WOLFERS EFLORSW WOLFER, one who hunts wolves (carnivorous mammal) [n] 

WOLVERS ELORSVW WOLVER, wolfer (one who hunts wolves (carnivorous mammal)) [n] 

WOONERF EFNOORW road in Netherlands primarily for pedestrians and cyclists [n -S] 

WORKOUT KOORTUW period of physical exercise [n -S] 

WRASSLE AELRSSW to wrastle (to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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WRASTLE AELRSTW to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WRESTLE EELRSTW to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WRISTED DEIRSTW WRIST, to sweep puck along ice before shooting it [v] 

WRISTER EIRRSTW type of shot in hockey [n -S] 
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YACHTED ACDEHTY YACHT, to sail in yacht (vessel used for pleasure cruising or racing) [v] 

YOGISMS GIMOSSY YOGISM, practice or system of yoga [n] 
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ZAPATEO AAEOPTZ Spanish dance [n -S] 
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